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Abstract 

Thin films of ~03:Sn deposited under suitable conditions exhibit an interesting 
combination of properties: nearly metallic conduction, high visible light transparency and high 
infrared reflectance. Such transparent conducting films have many applications like for instanee 
transparent electrodes in opto-electronic devices. Their properties however depend strongly on 
deposition metbod and deposition conditions. In this study In20 3:Sn thin films were deposited 
by thennal evaporation of an Ino.~Ilo.t alloyin an oxygen atmosphere. The influence of the 
deposition parameters (substrate temperature and deposition rate) on the physical properties of 
the film was studied. 

It turned out that a higher substrate temperature improves the opto-electronic properties 
of the film whereas at high deposition rate these properties deteriorate. At low deposition rate 
( 1-2 Als) and at a substrate temperature of 2500C the best transparent conducting and speetral 
selective properties are obtained: p=3xl04 !lcm with TVIS=93% and TIR=18% (d=256 nm). 
These values correspond to the best reported values in literature. Light scattering is minimal in 
these films (- 1% ). The stability of such layers is also investigated. The environmental stability 
is reasonable: the opto-electrical properties of the best films deteriorate less than 5% under 
severe elimate circumstances. The stability against a highly reactive plasma is however poor but 
can be improved by a thin protective layer on the film and depositing the film at high tempera
ture. 

The excellent opto-electrical properties and environmental stability of the best ln20 3:Sn 
films make them especially suitable for transparent electrodes in LCDs, image sensors and 
electrochromic windows or for heat reflecting coatings on windows, solar collectors or sodium 
lamps. The chemica! instability and low light scattering ratio make these layers however less 
suitable for a front electrode in an a-Si:H solar cell, although they can be used as a back 
electrode or a buffer layer insome solar cells. 



Samenvatting 

Dunne lagen van ln20 3:Sn die op de juiste manier gedeponeerd zijn bezitten een 
interessante combinatie van materiaaleigenschappen: bijna metallische electrische geleiding, 
hoge transparantie in het zichtbare gebied en een hoge reflectie in het infrarood. Zulke transpa
rante geleidende lagen kunnen veel toepassingen hebben, denk bijvoorbeeld aan transparante 
electroden in opto-electronische systemen. De eigenschappen van deze lagen zijn echter sterk 
afhankelijk van de toegepaste depositiemethode and depositiecondities. In dit onderzoek zijn 
lnz03:Sn dunne lagen gedeponeerd door middel van thermische verdamping van een lno.9Silo.1 

legering in een zuurstof atmosfeer. De invloed van de depositiecondities (zoals substraattempe
ratuur en depositiesnelheid) op de fysische eigenschappen van de gedeponeerde laag is 
bestudeerd. 

Een hogere substraattemperatuur blijkt de opto-electrische eigenschappen van de laag te 
verbeteren terwijl bij hoge depositiesnelheid deze eigenschappen verslechteren. Een depositie
snelheid van 1-2 À/s en een substraattemperatuur van 250°C levert de beste transparant 
geleidende en spectraal selectieve eigenschappen op: p= 3x 1 er .Ocm met T VIS=93% en TIR= 18% 
(d=256 nm). Deze waarden komen overeen met de beste waarden vermeld in de literatuur. 
Lichtverstrooing is minimaal in deze lagen (- 1% ). De stabiliteit van deze dunne lagen is ook 
onderzocht. De lagen blijken redelijk goed weerbestendig te zijn: onder zware klimaatomstan
digheden veranderen de opto-electronische eigenschappen van de beste lagen nauwelijks ( < 
5% ). De stabiliteit tegen een sterk reactief plasma is echter slecht maar kan verbeterd worden 
door het aanbrengen van een dun proteerlef laagje en te deponeren bij hoge substraattempera
tuur. 

De uitstekende opto-electronische eigenschappen en weerbestandigheid van de beste 
ln20 3:Sn lagen maken deze lagen uitermate geschikt voor transparante electroden in LCD 
schermen, beeldsensoren en electrochromische ramen of voor warmtereflecterende lagen in 
zonnecollectoren, huisramen of natrium lampen. Vanwege de chemische instabiliteit en de lage 
lichtverstrooing zijn ln20 3:Sn lagen echter minder geschikt voor vóórcontact in a-Si:H 
zonnecellen, alhoewel ze wel toegepast kunnen worden als achtercontact of bufferlaag in 
bepaalde zonnecellen. 
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1. Introduetion 
Matenals which posses a combination of high optica! transparency in the visible region 

and high (nearly metallic) conductivity are classified as transparent conductors. Such materials 
are very interesting from a technological point of view because they combine specific metal 
properties like good electrical conductivity and high infrared reflectance with the high visible 
transparency of a dielectricum. Such properties are normally mutually exclusive. 

Due to this special combination of properties transparent conductors have a wide variety 
of applications. The first transparent conductors were used in World War II as transparent 
hearing elements on aircraft windows to prevent frosting. Nowadays thin films of a transparent 
conducting material are used as transparent electrades in opto-electronic devices such as 
photovoltaic cells and liquid crystal displays (LCD) or as a transparent gate in solid state image 
sensors (CCD cameras), see table 1.1. Recently transparent conductors arealso studied for use 
in color copiers (as a photoconductor on the toner). The speetral selective properties (high 
visible transparency, high infrared reflectivity and low thermal emittance) of transparent 
conductors make them extremely useful for energy efficient coatings or heat reflecting mirrors 
on for example solar collectors, double glazed windows or sodium lamps. Furthermore the 
excellent substrate adherence, mechanica! and chemica! stability of some coatings of trans
parent conductors can be exploited to make antistatic layers or protective coatings on for 
example lenses, glasses or bottles. 

application properties exploited common material 

transparent heating element on auto- visual transmittance, con- Sn02, Sn02:F, C<izSn04 

mobile or aeroplane windows ductivity 

transparent electrode in thin film solar solar transmittance, conduc- ln20 3:Sn, Sn02:F, ZnO:B 
cells tivity, refractive index 

transparent electrode in display devices visual transmittance, con- In;P3:Sn, Sn01:Sb 
(LCD,CCD, electrochromic window) ductivity 

speetral selective coating on solar col- high solar transmittance, ln10 3:Sn, Sn01:F 
lector or double glazed windows high infra red reftectance, 

low thermal emittance 

heat reftecting mirroron sodium lamp visual transmittance, heat ln10 3:Sn,Sn01:F,Sn01:Sb 
reftectance 

photoconductor on toner of colorcopier visual transmittance, con- Sn01, Sn02:F 
ductivity 

antistatic or protective layers on lenses visual transmittance, me- Sn01 

andglasses chanical stability 

gassensors and smoke sensors chemical instability at high Sn01,Zn0 
temperatures 

Table 1.1- Different applications of transparent conducting films13
• 
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Transparent conducting films can roughly be classified into two groups: thin metal films 
and semiconducting oxides. Thin metal filmsneed to be extremely thin (~ 5 nm) to achieve a 
good transparency. Their properties depend on film nucleation and initial coalescence phenom
ena which are difficult to con trol. Often the chemica! stability of thin metal films on for instanee 
Si02 is poor. Examples of transparent conducting metals are thin Au and Al layers. 

Semiconducting oxide matenals need to be deposited under the right conditions and 
doped with appropriate dopants to exhibit transparent conductive properties. These properties 
strongly depend on stoichiometry of the layer and doping level. Most widely used transparent 
conducting oxides are: ln20 3, Sn02, ZnO and ~Sn04, doped with elements like Sn, F, Al, F, 
Sb. Figure 1.1 gives a summary of publisbed values of the two quality determining properties of 
transparent conducting films for almost all applications: resistance and transmittance of visible 
light of the thin film for various transparent conducting films deposited with different methods. 
The best films combines a high visible transmittance of more than 85% with a resistance lower 
than about 5 Dj[] at a film thickness of about 0.3Jall. 

Cadmiumstannate coatings are unpopular because of the high toxicity of cadmium and 
poor optica! properties. Fluor doped tin oxide (Sn02:F or FTO) and tin doped indium oxide 
(ln20 3: Sn or ITO) are the most common transparent conductors. Recently also ZnO films have 
gained interest Thin films of Sn02 have a mechanical hardness and good chemie al and environ
mental stability which makesthem especially useful for protective layers. ln20 3:Sn layers are 
preferred as transparent electrodes in most thin film solar cells, LCD's and image senors in 
favour of Sn02:F because of slightly better electrical properties and low resistance against 
chemica! etching. This makes it easy to structurize ITO films into submicron dimensions with 
standard photolithografical and etching techniques2

• 
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Fig. 1.1 - Sheet resistance and transmittance for some transparent conducting oxides (TCO) reported in 
literature. Between parentheses deposition metbod used is mentioned. IO=In20 3, ITO=In20 3:Sn, 
TO=Sn02, FTO=Sn02:F, ATO=Sn02:Sb, ZO=ZnO, IZO=ZnO:In, CTO=Cd2Sn04• Thickness of the thin 
films varles between about 0.2 and 0.9JtiD. 
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Several deposition techniques, each with their own advantages and disadvantages, have 
been used to obtain transparent conductlog films. They include evaporation techniques (thermal 
or electron beam) in vacuum or a reactive atmosphere, chemica! vapour deposition (CVD), 
sputtering techniques (RF/DC, magnetron), reactive ion plating, and several spraying methods 
(pyrolysis/hydrolysis). The properties of the deposited film strongly depend on the deposition 
metbod used and the chosen deposition parameters. Each deposition technique with its associate 
parameters yields films of different properties, see tigure 1.1. 

With increasing sophistication of active and passive devices based on transparent 
conductors, the need for improved electrical and optie al properties and their understanding bas 
become important. In this study Reactive Thermal Evaporarlon (RTE) of an indium/tin alloy is 
investigated as a technique for the deposition of tin doped indium oxide thin films as transparent 
electrodes, in for instanee thin film solar cells. The deposition process is studied and the 
deposition parameters are optimized to obtain high quality films for photovoltaic applications. 

In order to get an idea of which properties play an important role for ITO layers used as 
transparent electtorles in a-Si:H solar cells, first the mechanism of an a-Si:H solar cell must be 
explained. A schematic diagram of such a cell is depicted in tigure 1.2. The cell consists of a 
relatively cheap glass substrate on top of which severallayers are deposited: ITO (600 nm), a
Si:H (580 nm) which is p-doped (10 nm), undoped (500 nm) and n-doped (70 nm) respectively, 
and Ag (300 nm). Here the ITO layer forms the front contact and the Ag layer the back contact. 
In organic solar cells, transparent solar cells and multi-junction cells ITO is also used as back 
electrode or as buffer layer. The intrinsic (undoped) a-Si:H layer serves as the absorbing 
material for the incoming light. a-Si:H bas a very high absorption coefficient (a= Ht-Hf cm·1

) 

in the visible region so a layer of about 0.5Jtlll is enough to absorb all the incoming light. This 
reduces material costs and makes a-Si:H solar cells just like other thin film solar cells a cost 
effective alternative forpresent commercial mono- and poly crystalline solarcells (d;::: 150J(l11). 

p n 

glass 

ITO 

a-Sl:H p-1-n 

Ag 

• electron 

o hole 

Fig. 1.2- Schematic diagram of an a-Si:H solar cell with energy band structure ofthe a-Si:H layer. 
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The absorbed light in the intrinsic layer generates electron hole pairs which are 
seperated by the electtic field inherently present (see figure 1.2). Holes are collected at the front 
contact (ITO) and electrons at the back contact (Ag). Effectively a light induced current ilows: 
the photocurrent. The product of photocurrent and the built-in potenrial detennines the power 
generated by the solar cell. In order to enhance conversion efficiency of the cell, light absorption 
in the front contact and reileetion at the interfaces (glass-electrode and electrode-a-Si:H) should 
be minimized to increase light incoupling into the absorbing materiaL Also electricallosses in 
the electroeles should be reduced. The front contact thus needs a high visible light transparency 
combined with a low resistivity which makes ITO a good candidate. Furthennore ITO layers 
can reduce the reileetion losses at the interfaces because of a better optica! matching between 
the glass and a-Si:H. The optimum value for the refractive index of an anti reilective coating on 
an a-Si:H solar cellis na.r.= ...Jn •. si:H x ...Jn81ass""2.3 23

• Thus an ITO front electrode with a refractive 
index close to n • .r_can also serve as an anti reileetion coating. 

A certain surface roughness on the ITO is desirable. Surface texture on the front contact 
can scatter the incoming light into the absorbing layer. This will increase the optica! path length 
of the light in the a-Si:H layer thus enhancing the light absorption (see figure 1.3). 

glass 

ITO 

a-Si:H 

Ag 

Fig 1.3 - Schematic diagram of an a-Si:H solar cell with a surface texture on the ITO layer. 

Chemica! stability is an important condition for ITO layers used as front contacts in a
Si:H solar cells. During the deposition (PECVD) of the p-type a-Si:H layer on top of the ITO, 
the ITO layer is exposed toa highly reactive SiHJH2 plasma. Reactive radicals from the plasma 
can reduce the top few layers of the 110 toa metal phase3 for instanee through the reaction: 

Metallic indium at the interface between ITO and a-Si:H decreases the light transmittance 
(metallic indium strongly absorbs in the visible range) and can deteriorate the electrical 
properties of the device by diffusion of metallic atoms into the bulk of a-Si:H3

• This will 
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deteriorate the performance of the cell. As a condusion one can say that for photovoltaic 
applications of ITO layers not only low resistivity and high solar transparency, but also surface 
texture and chemical stability play an important role. 

In chapter two some basic theory of heavily doped semiconducting oxides will be 
treated. Chapter three explains how the ITO layers are deposited and which experiments have 
been done. The results will be presented in chapter four which will be discussed in chapter five. 
Chapter six contains the conclusions and in chapter seven some recommendations will be made. 
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2. Theory 

2.1 Properties of Transparent Conducting Oxides (TCO) 

The solar spectrum roughly extends from 1.5-3.5 eV. Thus to achieve high solar trans
parency a material with a wide bandgap (- 4 e V) is necessary. Single crystals of for instanee 
In20 3 and Sn02 have such a bandgap but as a consequence of that they are insulators. Conductiv
ity of these crystals is very poor (l<t1-Hf n-1cm-1

). To make transparent conductors of these 
materials conductivity needs to be increased. This can be done by: 

• depositing a thin film of the material with a small deviation from stoichiometry 

• doping the material with an appropriate dopant 

Deposition of a thin film of In20 3 or Sn02 with a small deficiency of oxygen (like ln20 3_x 

with x=O.Ol) will create oxygen vacancies in the crystallattice of ln20/·20
• When an oxygen 

atom is removed from the crystallattice, two electrons of the oxygen ion are left in the crystal. 
Thus oxygen vacancies can result in two donor levels just below the conduction band1

• The 
number of oxygen vacancies depends on the stoichiometry of the film. The deviation from 
stoichiometry (x) should not be too large because an excess of non stoichiometry can result in 
1attice structural disorder causing a decreasein conductivity. 

For the conductivity to increase by doping, it is required that in the host crystal reptace
ment of a host ion by a dopant ion be substitutional. A forther restrietion to the choice of dopant 
is the requirement that it should not form a compound or solid solution with the host oxide 1• An 
appropriate dopant for ln20 3 is tin. The ionic radius of Sn is smaller than the one of In which 
makes it possible to substitute an In cation in the crystallattice fora Sn cation during deposition. 
Tetravalent Sn ions (Sn4+) in trivalent In (ln3+) lattice positions also give rise to shallow donor 
levels below the conduction band A model for the defect structure then becomes: I~-ySny03 
with y=0.05-0.20 20

• For Sn02 thin films, fluor is an appropriate dopant: substitution ofF anions 
(F) for 0 anions (Q2-) bas the same effect. 

Above a certain critical donor density nM (Mott density), for In20 3 of the order of 1018 

cm -J, the donor states will form a small impurity band and merge into the conduction band5
• This 

will give rise toa partially filled conduction band with 'quasi' free electrons, see figure 2.1. The 
fermi level will shift into the conduction band and conductivity is increased drastically. This 
electrical conduction is governed by electrons (n-type conduction) and bas an degenerared 
character. Thus deposition of a thin film of ln20 3 under the right conditions can modify a 
previously insuiaring wide bandgap oxide into an n-type degeneraled semiconducting oxide. 
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Fig. 2.1 - Assumed energy band structure of undoped (left) and heavily doped ln20 3 (right). kis wave 
vector. Shaded areas denoted occupied states'. 

2.1.1 Electrical Properties 

Conductivity S and specific resistivity p fora n-type material are defined as2
: 

1 
S=-=en .1{ p e 

(2.1) 

with e elementary charge, 11e free electron density andf(.electron mobility. The high conductivity 
of TCOs is due to a very high free electron density (re sult of doping and oxygen vacancies) since 
the mobility inTCOs is considerably lower than in the corresponding bulk oxides, see table 2.1. 

ln20 3 and Sn02 bulk ln20 3:Sn and Sn02:F 
oxides (single crystals) doped oxides (thin films) 

S(n-1cm-1) w-1-10Z IOZ-Ut 

De(cm·~ 1015-1()18 1019-tOZO 

.tt (cm 2/Vs) 50-250 1-50 

Table 2.1- Electrical properties of single crystals and transparent conducting thin films of lnz03 and Sn02 

at room temperature1.zs. 

The low mobility of electrons in TCOs and its dependenee on temperature can be explained in 
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terms of grain boundary scattering and ionized impurity scattering1.z. Due to the polycrystalline 
structure of TCOs many grainboundaries are present in the deposited film. In grain boundaries 
the dangling bonds can trap free electroos creating a potenrial harrier between the grains. This 
prevents electroos from moving freely from one grain to another. Grain boundary scattering is 
the limiting factor of electron mobility at low free electron densirles (fleS 7x1 ()20 cm-3

) whereas at 
higher electron densities, when the densirles of ionized donors (such as Sn4+) is high, ionized 
impurity scattering is the dominant scattering mechanism2

• 

To control conductivity in transparent conductors by controlling the number of oxygen 
vacancies is difficult at best This is because the number of oxygen vacancies in the film can 
change relatively easy through oxidation and rednetion reacrions at elevated temperatures ( 400-
5000C)1'13.zs. However, it is known from literature1.zo, that already at a doping level of about 
0.5% Sn in ln20 3 the contri bution of oxygen vacancies to the conduction can be neglected: the 
number of oxygen vacancies (x)< the number of substitutional Sn atoms (y). Thus for higher Sn 
concentrations electrical conduction is govemed by the doping effect which is far more easy to 
controL For concentrations between 0.5 to 3% 11e increases more or less linearly with Sn 
concentration and reaches its maximum (De -1 OZ1 cm-3

) at about 40 %. At higher concentrations 
ne saturates or even decreases, see tigure 2.2. It is suggested that at these high doping concentra
tions electrically neutral complexes or compounds of Sn and oxygen (for instanee SnO or 
(SnOz)ll clusters) are formed at interstitial positions, thereby deactivating the donor action of 
Sn4+ thus saturating orreducing fle1.z.zo.z•. 

t 

Figure 2.2 -Pree electron density N as a function of Sn doping concentration c fora ITO film21
• 

2.1.2 Optical Properties 

The free electroos in the wide-bandgap oxide change not only the electrical but also the 
optical properties of the material. This is illustrated in tigure 2.3. This tigure shows the typical 
speetral response (transmittance T and reflectance R) of incoming light of an undoped wide
bandgap oxide and of a similar heavily doped oxide. The undoped oxide bas a high transmil
tanee and low reflectance in the entire speetral range. But for the heavily doped oxide with a 
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high free electron density, the transmittance drops in the near infrared because of absorption of 
light by free carriers (in this case electrons). In the infrared, reflectance starts to increase toa 
value of about 80 %. 

The high density of free electroos makes the TCO a speetral selective material: in the 
visible region it transmits light like a dielectricum, but in the infrared it reflects light like a 
metal. This means that the optica! constants of the film (real and imaginary part of refractive 
index: n and k) strongly depend on wavelength. In the visible region, absorption, which is 
proportional to the imaginary part k (also called extinction coefficient) is low (n:>k), whereas in 
the infrared, the film has metallic properties: the light is reflected (nek). The transition region in 
the near infrared where the optica! constants change can be characterized by the plasma 
wavelength ~ or pla~ma frequency roP. This is the wavelength where n=k which is the onset for 
reflection. 
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Fig. 2.3: Schematic diagram of typical transmittance (T) and reftectance (R) spectra of an undoped 
stoichiometrie ln20 3 and a heavily doped non stoichiometrie ln20 3 film. 

At pboton energies smaller than the bandgap the optica! performance of the TCO is 
mainly determined by free electroos (intraband transitions). The respons of free electroos to 
light can bedescribed by the classica! Drude model6• For photon energies higher than the plasma 
energy ('hro>'hroP) the damping constantyin the Drude model can be neglected2• The refractive 
index n and extinction coefficient k are then described bf: 

n(Ä.)= ejl-(~)2] 
p 

(2.2) 
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k(A.) ={r:: eA.l :z 

2xcm /«CA., 

witb m • =electron effective mass 
E .. =high frequency elielecttic constant 
E0 = elielecttic constant of vacuum 
c = speed oflight. 

A.,=2xc 
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(2.3) 

(2.4) 

ForTCOs witb a high free electron density (10W-Hf1 cm-3
), tbè plasma wavelength is 

small (A.,:::=l.5-2J(Ill) and decreases forther with increasing free electron density, see tigure 2.4. 
Consequently tbe onset for reflection is shifted towards shorter wavelengtbs and reflection in 
tbe infrared region increases. Thus TCO layers witb high free electron densities (low plasma 
wavelength) have tbe best speetral selective properties. 
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Figure 2.4 - Transminanee T and Reftectance R spectra of FIO films with different free electron 
densities1

• 

Anotber shift can be observed in tigure 2.3. The fundamental absorption edge in tbe UV
region, related witb tbe excitation of electrons from valenee band to conduction band ( interband 
transitions), is shifted towards lower wavelengtbs for tbe heavily doped oxide. This is tbe so 
called Moss-Burstein shift: tbe fundamental absmption edge is shifted towards higher energy 
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with increasing free electron density. The conduction band is filled to a higher energy level at 
higher free electron den si ties, so the incoming light needs more energy to excite a valenee band 
electron to an empty state in the conduction band (see figure 2.1). Forparabolic band edges the 
Moss-Burstein shift is given br: 

MB_~2 3n.T llE - -
I 8 • 7t m.c 

(2.5) 

where m*vc is the reduced effective electron mass defined as: m*vc-1 =mc*-1+mv*-1 with m/ and 
mv • the effective masses of electroos in the conduction and valenee band respectively. 

In the visible region the weak absorption in the TCO is mainly caused by free carrier 
absorption and possibly by impurity absorption. Increased absorption can be expected when the 
film is deposited with a large deviation from stoichiometry (low oxidation state). 

2.2 Reactive Thermal Evaporation 

All ITO films investigated in this report were produced using Reactive Thermal 
Evaporarlon (RTE) of an indium-tin alloy. RTE bas the advantage over the frequently used 
sputtering techniques that it is a relatively simple system featuring easy operation (there are 
only few relevant deposition parameters), low costs and easy maintenance. Furthermore RTE 
doesn 't cause any radiation damage to the substrate and no post deposition heat treatment is 
necessary. On the other hand, deposited films can have a relatively high contamination level of 
crucible material and other impurities. 

In RTE, small chunks of me tal or me tal alloy are put into a crucible in a vacuum cham ber 
which is pumped to a pressure of about 10· 6 mbar. By sending a high current (-200 A) through 
the crucible the starting material is fust melted and then evaporated/sublimated by resistive 
hearing. The temperature of the crucible during evaporation, estimated from the emitted light, is 
more than 2500°C. At these high temperatures not only indium (157°C) and tin (245°C) melt but 
also In20 3 (2200°C). This makes it possible to also use a powder mixture of ln20 3 and Sn02 as 
an evaporation souree for the deposition of 110 films. However it turned out that evaporation of 
In-Sn alloys lead to superior ITO films 7 so we concentraled on the u se of these. 

During evaporation of the alloy, oxygen is admitted into the vacuum chamber up to 
partial pressures of 104 mbar. At this pressure the evaporated metal atoms are able to reach the 
heated substrate located about 30 cm above the crucible. Part of the impinging particles is 
adsorbed at the substrate surface (condensation of metal vapor on substrate). Because of the 
relatively high substrate temperature the adsorbed particles are quite mobile at the surface and 
chemical reacrions take place between different adsorbed metal atoms, and between adsorbed 
metal atoms and oxygen molecules from the atmosphere (dissociative chemisorption of 
oxygen). 

In this process small nuclei or clusters of oxidized metal atoms are formed at the surf ace. 
Such clusters are still thermodynamically unstable and can desorb again22

• lf the deposition 
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parameters are such that a cluster collides withother adsorbed species before getting desorbed it 
starts growing in size. After reaching a certain critica! size the clusters become thennodyna
mically stable. This is called the nucleation stage: the nucleation harrier has been reached22

• 

Now the clusters will grow in number as well in size. The last stage in the film formation process 
is the coalescence stage: the grown clusters (now called islands) start to coalesce with each other 
in an attempt to reduce surface area, and finally a continuous film is fonned. 

The crystalline properties of the deposited thin films are controlled by the selection of 
substrate material and substrate temperature. ITO films deposited on glass substrates at 
sufficiently high substrate temperatures (above the crystallization temperature) have a 
polycrystalline structure which consists of grains of ln20 3 crystallites. The chemica! composi
tion of the film is detennined by the vapor pressores of In and Sn, the oxygen parrial pressure in 
the atmosphere and substrate temperature. A careful balance must be maintained between metal 
vapor and oxygen arriving at the substrate to ensure that repeatable stoichiometry is achieved in 
thefilm. 

From the above one can conclude that the most important controllable deposition 
parameters in RTE are the oxygen parrial pressure (P0 x), substrate temperature (T,) and the metal 
evaporation or deposition rate (R). These parameters determine the vapor pressores and thus the 
number of particles impinging on the substrate and number of reacrions taking place at the 
substrate surface, see figure 2.5. These conditions will strongly influence the stoichiometry, 
doping level and crystal structure of the film which determine in their case the final opto
electrical properties of the film. Therefore an optimization of deposition parameters is required 
to obtain ITO films with suitable properties for photovoltaic applications. The optima! trade off 
between film resistivity and transparency must be found. 

The influence of the evaporation souree (indium/tin weight concentration) and the oxy
gen parrial pressure on the ITO properties deposited with the same deposition system used in 
this study were already investigated in previous studies7

• It turnedout that films deposited at 6x 
104 mbar oxygen pressure using lfio.~Ilo.t alloys as evaporation soureeexhibita minimal sheet 
resistance (~ < 8 U/[]) combined with a very high transparency (85 % at 500 nm)'. 

oxygen partial pressure (P CJLi 

substrate temperature (T J 
deposition rate (R) 

partiele ftuxes on surface stoichiometry 

~ chemical reactions at surface ~ doping level ~ 
vapor pressures crystal structun: 

transparency 

resistivity 
infrared reftection 

Figure 2.5 -The inftuence of the RTE deposition parameters on the properties ofthe deposited 110 films. 
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3. Experimental Setup 

The deposition system used for this study is depicted in figure 3.1. It consistsof a glass 
vacuum chamber (=0.05 m3

) which is pumped by a rotary pump (Edwards E2M40) and a 
diffusion pump (Balzers DIF 200) to a background pressure of about 10-6 mbar. Between the 
vacuum chamber and the diffusion pump a trap is positioned to prevent oil vapor in the diffusion 
pump from leaking into the vacuum chamber. Por resistive hearing of the tungsten crucible 
(which is used for evaporation of the source), a variabie transfarmer is used (1=0-250 A). The 
evaporation rate of the alloy and thus the deposition rate can be changed by ad jusring the current 
through the crucible. Prior to deposition the evaporation souree for ITO deposition is made in 
another vacuum system by meiring 90 wt% of indium (99 .99% pure) and 10 wt% of tin (99.99% 
pure) in a tungsten crucible. After cooling down a lno.9Silo.1 alloy is formed. 

Next to the crucible, oxygen is introduced into the vacuum chamber through a needie 
valve. Because oxygen is consumed during deposition a continuous input of oxygen is required 
to retain a constant oxygen partial pressure and thus repeatable stoichio111etry. This means that 
the oxygen partial pressure is kept constant by adjusting the oxygen gas flow during deposition. 

Por substrate, nine sodalime silica glasses (25 x 25 x 2 mm) were used per deposition 
run. Such glasses are also used as substrate for a-Si:H solar cells because of their low price 
compared toother substrates. The glasses are mounted on a substrate holder located about 30 cm 
above the crucible. At this distance most of the evaporated metal atoms are able to reach the 
substrates (A,=50 cm for P= 104 mbar). The substrateholder is heated by a fomace and substrate 
temperature is measured with a thermocouple. The fomace can heat the substrates to a maxi
mum temperature of about 250"C. 

Thickness and deposition rate are measured with a film thickness monitor (Edwards 
FfM 5). Such a monitor measures the frequency of an oscillating quartz crystal. During 
deposition, it is possible to deduce from the change in frequency as a function of time, the 
thickness of the deposited material on the crystal and thus the deposition rate8

• However, the 
thickness monitor doesn 't measure the film thickness in situ at the substrates: it is roughly 
located halfway the crucible/substrates distance, where the partiele fluxes are different. This 
problem can be solved by adjusting the tooi factor of the monitor, which is a correction factor 
for this geometrie error. However, this tooi factor not only depends on geometry but also on the 
type of material deposited onto the crystal and often it is not known precisely. Thus the 
measured thickness and the actual film thickness can differ considerably. Therefore the 
thickness of the deposited film must be measured afterwards with a different technique. 

In this study the influence of the substrate temperature and deposition rate on the proper
ties of ITO films is investigated. Substrate temperature was varled between 60-250"C and the 
deposition rate between 1-9 À/s keeping the rest of the deposition parameters constant. Por 
oxygen pressure and alloy concentration Pox= 6x1Q-4 mbar and 111o.J)Ilo.1 were chosen as 
optimum values, because at these conditions the ITO films had the best properties (see section 
2.2). 
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After deposition the following properties of the ITO are investigated (between 
parentheses the measuring device or metbod is stated): 

• optical: 
- total transmittance and reftectance as a function of wavelength (spectro photo
meter) 
-diffuse transmittance as a function of wavelength (spectro photometer) 

• electrical: 
- sheetresistance (fourpointprobe) 

• structural: 
- crystal structure (XRD) 
- chemical composition (AES) 
- surface morphology (SEM) 
-film thickness and surface roughness (stylus profilometer) 

• stability: 
- chemical stability against highly reactive plasma (AES) 
- environmental stability (ageing test in elimate room) 

To describe all measuring techniques used for characterization of the ITO films is 
beyond the scope of this report. Therefore only typical measuring conditions are mentioned. A 
detailed description of most of the techniques used in this study can be found for instanee in the 
textbook of Ohrin("'. 

Transmittance/reftectance spectra are measured, as are sheet resistance and crystal 
structure in Lisbon, where the ITO films were deposited. Transmittance and reftectance of the 
ITO film are measured with a double beam spectro pbotometer (Shimadzu UV-3100) using an 
integrating sphere (ISR-260) in the wavelength interval 300-800 nm. With an integrating 
sphere, not only the intensity of specular light can be determined but also of diffuse or scattered 
light. Without the integrating sphere, the (specular) transmittance is determined in a wider 
interval (250-2500 nm). Unfortunately it is not possible to measure also the reftectance in this 
interval. The sheet resistance is determined with a four point probe (Veeco FPP5000). X-ray 
diffraction spectra are measured with a Philips X-ray diffractometer using Cu-Ka radialion (À.= 
1.542Ä). 

In Eindhoven the chemical composition of the film as a function of depth is determined 
with Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) in combination with argon ion sputtering with a Plll 
550 ESCNAES/SIMS system. Primary electron beam energy was 3 keV (2.5JtA) while 4 keV 
(210 nA) Ar+ ions were used for depth profiling. Signals recorded were InMNN, Ünl.. SnMNN and 
SiLvv Auger peaks. With the same system the chemical stability of the ITO against a SiHJH2 

plasma is investigated. Such a plasmareduces a part of the ITO to metallic indium (see section 
1). For this purpose a thin layer of p-type a-Si:H is deposited on top of the ITO with a SiHJH2 

plasma (PECVD) like in the normal production sequence of asolar cell. After this p-layer 
deposition the chemical composition at the interface is determined with AES to see if any 
reduction bas taken place (the InMNN peak of reduced indium is located at a higher energy 
compared with oxidized indium). Measuring conditions were: primary electron energy 3 ke V (3 
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JtA) while 2 ke V (140 nA) Ar+ ions were used for depth profiling on a 2x2 mm2 area. 
At Utrecht university film thickness and surface roughness are measured with a stylus 

profilometer (Sloan Dektak 3030ST) using a small diamond needie stylus (tip radius-10JC111) 
and a stylus force of 30 mg. Surface morphology is investigated with SEM (Camscan) using a 
20 kV electron beam. Contrast is increased by averaging 1000 SEM scans per photograph. 
Accelerated ageing tests are done using a elimate room at Fokker NV with a hot humid elimate 
( + 7ffC, 85% RH). To investigate the durability of the ITO properties against such extreme 
elimate conditions transminanee and sheet resistance are determined prior to and after the 
ageing test (t=600 hours). 
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4. Results 

All ITO thin films were deposited on soda lime silica glasses, cleaned prior to deposition 
with detergent and an ultrasonic alcohol bath. Every deposition run nine substrates were 
mounted into the system. The characterizations were focussed on the samples positioned in the 
middle of the system. Substrate temperature was changed in the interval 60"C-245°C at a 
deposition rate of 1-2 Als. During deposition substrate temperature was stabilized in a small 
temperature interval around a mean value (deviations-5°C). Deposition rate (actually evapora
tion rate) was changed in the interval1-9 Als at a substrate temperature of 2200C. Deposition 
rate was increased by increasing the current through the crucible. Because deposition is a 
dynamic process and also other parameters influence the deposition rate (Pox and TJ, it is 
difficult to stabilize, especially at high rates. Therefore the uncertainty in the deposition rate, in 
which the deposition took place, is larger for high rates compared to low rates. 

Deposition was stopped when a thickness of about 100 nm (measured with film thick
ness monitor see section 3) was reached. This means that at high deposition rates deposition 
time was several minutes. · 

4.1 Optical properties 

4.1.1 Transmittance and Reflectance 

The optical properties of the films were investigated with a double beam photo 
spectrometer. Figure 4.1 and 4.2 show the specular transmittance spectra in the wavelength 
interval 250-2250 nm of ITO films deposited at different substrate temperatures (T,) and 
deposition rates (R) respectively. The transmittance of a glass substrates with ITO film is 
recorded relative to the transmittance of a bare glass substrate (bare glass substrate in reference 
beam of photo spectrometer), thus correcting for light absorption in the substrate ( d- 2.3 mm ). 

In the visible region one can see oscillations in the transmittance. These are due to 
interference effects: multiple reflections at glass/film and film/air interfaces. The average 
transmission in the visible range (300-800 nm) increases with substrate temperature and 
decreases with deposition rate. Films deposited at low deposition rates and temperatures above 
160°C show a decreasing transmittance in the near infrared region for higher of substrate 
temperature. This suggests that free carrier absorption and thus free electron density increases 
with substrate temperature. 

Near the ultraviolet (-300 nm), the fundamental absorption edge is shifted towards 
lower wavelengtbs for films deposited at low deposition rates and high substrate temperatures. 
This is the so called Moss-Burstein shift which increases with increasing free electron density, 
(see formula 2.5). For ITO films deposited at low substrate temperature (60"C) a strong 
absorption already starts in the visible region. 
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Fig 4.1 -Transmittance spectra ofiTO at different substrate temperatures T5 (R= 1-2 A/s). 
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Fig. 4.2- Transminanee spectra ofiTO at different deposition mtes R (T.=220"C). 
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For photovoltaic applications the transmittance of the ITO for the solar spectrum, which 
is peaked in the visible region at about 550 nm, is important For this reason the transmittance is 
averaged in the wavelength interval 400 to 700 nm (TVIS). The transmittance in the (near) 
infrared at 2250 nm (Tm) is also determined: this value is an indication for the amount of free 
carrier absotption and reftectance in the infrared. A plot of the average visible transmittance and 
infrared transmittance as a function of substrate temperature and deposition rate is shown in 
figure 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. Average visible transmission increases monotonously with 
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increasing substrate temperature. This must be caused by a decrease in light absorption in the 
film since reflectance in the visible region is roughly the same for alllayers: 5-15%. At high 
temperatures (>l&C), the visible transmittance ofthe ITO saturates to values as high as 90% 
whereas the infrared transmittance decreases. These films have good speetral selective 
properties: in the visible region 90% of the light is transmitted whereas in the infrared only 20% 
of the light is transmitted They have the highest free electron density and lowest plasma 
wavelength. 
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Fig.4.3- Average visible transmittance (fv1J and infrared transminanee (fnJ as a function of substrate 
temperature T. (R=l-2 A/s). . 
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At high deposition rate ( 4-9 Als) average visible transmittance decreases toa bout 50 %; 
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the infrared transmittance hardly changes. The film deposited at low deposition rate (1-2 Ns) 
has the best speetral selective properties. 

Figure 4.5 and 4.6 show the optica! constants n and k fora film deposited at 220°C and at 
l60°C respectively, calculated from transmittance/reflectance spectra with a computer program 
which uses fresnel equations for transmission and reflection at the interfaces of a film-substrate 
system9

• A description of this computer program can be found in the appendix. The refractive 
index n is about 2 for both films and shows almost no dispersion between 300-800 nm. The 
refractive index of the ITO is close to the optimum value for an anti reflection coating on a-Si 
solar cells: na.r.=2.3 23

• The extinction coefficient k, proportional to the absorption in the film, is 
in the visible region lower for 220°C, corresponding to the higher transmittance at higher 
substrate temperatures in figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4. 7 shows the absorption coefficient a of both films as a function of wavelength. 
Again, the film deposited at a higher substrate temperature has the lowest absorption in the 
visible region. Unfortunately there are not enough data points in the UV region to calculate the 
bandgap of the two films and to quantify the Moss Burstein shift. Above 600 nm, absorption in 
the film deposited at 220"C increases due to light absorption by free carriers, whereas for the 
other film absorption stays the same, in agreement with figure 4.1. This leads to the condusion 
that the film deposited at 2200C bas a higherfree electron density. 
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Fig.4.7- Absorption coefficientaasa functionofwavelength at 16CJ>C and 220"C (R=l-2A/s). 

4.1.2. Light Scattering 

With the integrating sphere of the photo spectrometer the total and the diffuse or 
scattered light is measured as a function of the deposition parameters. Figure 4.8 and 4.9 show 
the total and diffuse transmittance spectra of a film deposited at low (1-2 Ns) and high deposi
tion rate (4-9 A/s) respectively. 
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Fig. 4.8- Total and diffuse transmittance spectrum atlow deposition rate: 1-2Ats (T.=220"C). 
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Fig. 4.9- Total and diffuse transmittance spectrum at high deposition rate:4-9 À/s (T.=220°C). 

At low deposition rate the diffuse component of the total transmittance is less than a few 
percent whereas at high rates about 50% of the incoming light is scattered by the film. Blue light 
(short wavelengths) is scattered more effectively than red light as expected from scattering 
theory10

• The absorption coefficient of a-Si:H for red light is much lower than for blue light 
Thus to enhance light absorption in the a-Si:H layer it is especially important to enlarge the 
optical path length of red light in this layer. Therefore red light should be scattered effectively 
by the ITO layer. This is not the case for the layers we deposited at low rates. 

The scattering ability of a thin film can be related to the haze ratio (H) which is defined 
as the ratio of diffuse transmittance to total transmittance. The average transmittance in the 
relevant interval 400-700 nm was used to calculate haze ratios. Table 4.2 gives the haze ratios 
for the different deposition parameters. At low deposition rates, haze ratios are low (few 
percent) which even tend to decrease to zero for high substrate temperature. Very little light is 
scattered by these films, suggesting a very smooth surface. Only the film deposited at high rate 
scatters the transmitted light effectively (H=56%) indicating a high surface roughness. This 
film also looks milky gray compared toother films which have a clear transparent appearance. 

T,("C) R (A/s) H(%) 

60 1·2 4 

110 1-2 2 

160 1-2 3 

195 1-2 1 

210 1-2 1 

220 1-2 0 

245 1-2 1 

220 2-4 2 

220 4-9 S6 

Table 4.2- Haze ratios (H) as a function of substrate temperature (T.) and deposition rate (R) 
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4.2 Electrical Properties 

For electrical characterization of the ITO the sheet resistance of the film was measured 
with a four point probe. Sheet resistance ~ of a thin layer of thickness dis defined as: 

R _p 
I d 

(4.1) 

with p the resistivity of the layer. Since all ITO films have about the same thickness (see section 
4.3.4), the sheet resistance is proportional to the resistivity of the layer. 

After every deposition run the sheet resistance of all nine mounted substrates was 
measured. Table 4.3 gives the average sheet resistance with its standard deviation for every 
deposition run. Variations in sheet resistance of ITOs deposited in the same run were less than 
10% (except for T,=6(tC) suggesting that good uniformity of film thickness (cr<10%) can be 
achieved with RTE on areasofabout 10x10 cm. The small differences in sheet resistance are 
probably due to small thickness variations: on substrates mounted in the middle of the system 
(always lowest R.) somewhat more material is deposited than on samples positioned about 5 cm 
offcenter. 

T,("C) R(A/s) R,(WD) Ga(%) 

60 1-2 629.6 30 

110 1-2 26.8 9 

160 1-2 27.5 6 

195 1-2 18.2 4 

210 1-2 15.0 5 

220 1-2 11.4 5 

245 1-2 12.2 8 

220 2-4 34.4 7 

220 4-9 45.6 9 

Table 4.3 - Average sheet resistance (R.) and standani deviation (a,) of nine ITO films deposited each 
deposition run as a function of substrate temperature (T.) and deposition rate (R). 

Figure 4.10 shows the influence of substrate temperature on the sheet resistance of the 
ITO (all samples positioned in the middle). This figure can be divided into three regions. In the 
fust region from 500C to 1000C, the sheet resistance decreases more than one order of magni
tude from 400 OIOtoa bout 30 OIO. Between 1000C and 160°C resistivity remains more or less 
constant, foliowed by another decrease in the interval 160-2200C. After 2200C the sheet 
resistance tends to increase again. The minimal resistance obtained was about 10 0/0 at 2200C. 
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In figure 4.11 it is be seen that sheet resistance increases from a bout 10 Q/0 to about 40 
0!0 when deposition rate increases . 
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Fig. 4.10- Sheet resistance (RJ as a function of substrate temperature (R=1-2 À/s). For clarity a curve 
through the data points have been plotted. 
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Fig. 4.11 -Sheet resistance (RJ as a function of deposition rate {T,=220"C). Forclarity a curve through the 
data points have been plotted. 

4.3 Structural Properties 

4.3.1 Crystal Structure 
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The crystal structure was invesrigated with X -ray diffracrion (XRD). Figure 4.12 shows 
the diffracrion spectra of ITO films deposited at different substrate temperatures. All peaks in 
the diffracrion spectra can be assigned to the cubic crystal structure of ln20 3 (bixbyite Mn20 3 (I) 
type also called C-type rare-earth oxide configurarion, space group T7 hla3)11

• There is no 
evidence of any other crystalline phase in the film, like Sn02, Sn30 4, ln2Sn05, In or Sn. This 
suggests that Sn is incorporated in the crystallattice of ln20 3 insteadof forming its own oxide. 
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Fig. 4.12- X-ray diffraction spectra as a function of substrate temperature T.(R=l-2 À/s). All peaks can be 
assigned to ln20 3 cubic crystal structure. Orientation of the crystallites is mentioned between parentheses. 

In all spectra the (222) orientarion gives the most intense peak. For increasing substrate 
temperature one can observe an increase of the (222) peak intensity compared to the other peak 
intensiries (see also table 4.4). This indicates that the 222 plane of the crystallites of ln20 3 is 
preferenrially orientated parallel to the substrate surface. This preferenrial orientarion increases 
at higher substrate temperatures. At 245°C almost all crystallites have the 222 plane parallel to 
the substrate. The films deposited at low temperatures (60-llOOC) show no preferenrial 
orientarion: their relarive intensiries resembie those of a randomly orientated ln20 3 powder (see 
table4.4). 

Films deposited at high temperatures have a high degree of crystallinity (high peak 
intensity), whereas at low temperatures there is a considerable contriburion of the amorphous 
phase, as can beseen from the small bump at low diffracrion angles (low peak intensity). 
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bkl 

T,\C) 211 222 400 440 622 

245 10 100 7 12 7 

220 14 100 14 15 9 

210 14 100 17 21 11 

195 9 100 11 13 8 

160 28 100 59 31 27 

110 27 100 44 34 24 

60 100 50 31 26 

In zO, 14 100 30 35 2S 
powder 

Table 4.4- Relative intensity {I/J,.,.J in percentage of the peaks in the diffraction spectra as a function of 
substrate temperature (T J. The relative intensity of the peaks at low diffraction angles is higher than the 
actual relative peak height because no baseline correction (subtraction of the amorphous phase) has been 
executed. 

Using the Debye-Scherer fonnula12
, the average size of the crystallites with the 222 

orientation (Dm) has been calculated from the diffraction peak widths. Here we have neglected 
lattice strain because no change in the lattice constant, indicating contraction or expansion, was 
observed. This size is the average size of the crystallites perpendicular to the substrate surf ace. 
Figure 4.13 shows the results as a function of substrate temperature. At low temperature the 
average size is small (=20 nm) but it increases for higher temperatures. Above 200°C the 
crystallite size stahilizes more or less at about 45 nm. It should be noted that the uncertainty in 
these data (indicated by the verticallines) is quite large, so figure 4.13 only gives an indication. 
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Fig. 4.13 - Average perpendicular crystallite size with (222) orientation 0 222 as a function of substrate 
temperature. 
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Figure 4.14 shows the x-ray diffraction spectra as a function of deposition rate. At low 
deposition rates (1-4 Á!s) the diffraction peaks of ln20 3 appear again, the highest for the (222) 
orientation. At higher deposition rates ( 4-9 Als) however, other peaks appear. These peaks can 
be assigned to the tetragonal crystal structure of metallic indium. This means that at high 
deposition rates the film not only consistsof ln20 3 crystallites but also of crystallites of metallic 
indium. The size of these metallic indium crystallites is of the same order as of those of 1~03 
(-40nm). 
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Fig. 4.14 - X-ray diffraction spectra as a function of deposition rate (R) at a substrate temperature of 
220"C. Crystallite orientations are mentioned between parentheses. Peaks with In refer to metallic indium, 
all other peaks to 1~03• 

4.3.2 Chemica! Composition 

The chemica! composition of the ITO thin films was investigated with Auger electron 
spectroscopy (AES). During characterization, the films were sputtered withAr ions (4 keV) on 
an area of 1x1 mm2 in order to get depth information (see section 3). Figure 4.15 shows a depth 
profile of an ITO film deposited at 245°C and low deposition rate (1-2 Ä/s). It shows the atomie 
concentrations of indium, oxygen, tin and silicon in the film as a function of sputter time. The 
atomie concentrations were obtained using the sensitivity factors of the pure elements and 
normalizing the total concentration of the measured elements to 100%. The sputter time is 
proportional to the depth in the layer (sputter rate=7:t2 nm/min). The carbon signal was not 
recorded because of the poor signal to noise ratio of carbon (very low sensitivity factor). 

Note that the layer is quite homogeneous. Indium and oxygen concentrations are about 
40% and 50% respectively with small variations throughout the layer. A small amount of tin 
( -4%) and silicon ( -5%) is found in the ITO layer. The indium/tin atomie concentration ratio in 
the film (about 10) corresponds quite well with this atomie concentration ratio in the evapora-
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tion souree (9.3). Afterabout 30 min. of sputtering the interface to the glass substrate is reached: 
silicon and oxygen concentrations incrèase and indium disappears. 
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Fig. 4.15 - Atomie concentration as a function of sputtertime fora film deposited at 245°C and low 
deposition rate(l-2Ä/s). 

According to tigure 4.15 the stoichiometry of the film is: ln20 23• Such a large oxygen 
deficiency is unrealistic for a highly transparent and condoelive film (ln203-x with x ~ 0.01, see 
section 2.1 ). This strong deviation from stoichiometrie indium oxide has two reasons. The first 
reason is that in the atomie concentration calculations no matrix effects were taken into account: 
the sensitivity factors of pure elements were used. Calibration on a stoichiometrie ln20 3 powder 
was used to obtain the sensitivity factors for indium and oxygen in the ln20 3 matrix. U sing these 
values the composition of the film becomes In20 28• It should be noted that all sensitivity factors 
have an uncertainty of about 5 to 10 %, resulting in equivalent uncertainties in calculated atomie 
concentrations. 

The second reason is preferenrial sputtering of oxygen. Oxygen is a relatively light atom 
(atomie mass A=16) compared to indium (A=115) and tin (A=119) so oxygen is more easily 
spottered away by argon ions (A=40). This means that during sputtering the surface which is 
characterized with AES becomes oxygen deficient and the measured oxygen concentration is 
less than the actual concentration in the film. 

All ITO films deposited above 1000C have about the same chemica! composition as 
shown in tigure 4.15. Tin concentration is about 4% with indium and oxygen concentrations 
about 40% and 50% respectively. The film deposited at 60"C however has a very different 
composition as cao be seen in tigure 4.16. Close to the surface a smalllayer of predominantly tin 
is found instead of indium oxide. XPS analysis showed that tin at the surface is in an oxidized 
state. Afterabout 10 minutesof sputtering the tin concentration drops and again indium oxide is 
found. 
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Fig. 4.16 - Atomie concentration as a funetion of sputtertime for a film deposited at 60"C and low 
deposition rate (1-2A/s). 

The ITO film deposited at a high deposition rate (4-9 Als) also shows a different 
chemica! composition (see figure 4.17). The oxygen concentration is not constant throughout 
the layer; at a eertaio stage it even drops below the indium concentration. Also a relatively large 
silicon concentration is detected, increasing when going deeper into the layer. XPS analysis 
showed that at the surface this silicon is oxidized. The silicon in the layer is also oxidized 
because silicondioxide is thermodynamically favoured over indiumoxide2

• This means that a 
large amount of indium in this layer is not completely or even not at all oxidized. The deviation 
from stoichiometrie ln20 3 is large. The composition of this layer is not very homogeneous, 
which is also found from the peak shift of the InMNN, ~ and SnMNN Auger peaks (- 2e V) 
throughout the layer. 
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Fig. 4.17- Atomie concentration as a funetion of sputter timefora film deposited at a high deposition rate 
(4-9 A/s) and substrate temperature (220"C). 
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A shift is observed also in the InMNN, ~ and toa lesser extent in the SnMNN peaks of ITO 
films deposited at different temperatures and rates. The peak positions appear to shift to lower 
energies when the film becomes less transparentand conductive (high deposition rates/ low 
substrate temperature); see table 4.5. This shift is probably caused by charging effects. 

TVIS (%) R.(Qft]) .&Em(eV) AE0 (eV) AEsn(eV) 

93 11.6 0 0 0 

91 10.5 -0.9 -0.9 0 

80 25.7 -2.4 -1.8 -0.4 

80 33.5 -1.8 -2.6 -1.6 

53 46.1 -1.8 -1.9 -0.4 

15 503.4 -2.4 -2.6 -2.0 

Table 4.5 - Relative shift of InMNN, OKLL and SnMNN auger peaks as a function of average visible transmit
tance and sheet resistance of the layers. 

4.3.3 Surface Morphology 

The surface morphology was studied with scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Figure 
4.18 showsaSEM photograph of an ITO film deposited at low deposition rate and a temperature 
of 160"C (magnification 1()()()() x). The surface of this film consists of closely packed grains 
with an average lateral size of about 100-300 nm. This suggests that the lateral size of the 
crystallites is much larger than the size perpendicular to the substrate surface (- 50 nm see 
tigure 4.13). The surface looks quite smooth. At higher substrate temperatures (:::?: 2000C) we 
couldn 't get clear SEM photographs but it looked as if the si ze of the grains at the surface is 
smaller (- 50-100 nm ). 

Fig.4.18- Surface morphology of a film deposited at 160"C and low deposition rate (1-2 À/s). 
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Figure 4.19 shows the surface of an ITO deposited at 60°C. Cauliflower structures can be 
observed with a lateral size varying between 200-400 nm. In between these structures quite 
large, dark zones can be observed, indicating low conductivity areas (possibly microvoids or 
amorphous grainboundaries). The structures are not closely packed as in tigure 4.18: the surface 
bas an open structure. lts appearance is howeverquite smooth. 

Fig. 4.19 - Surface morphology of a film deposited at 60"C and low deposition rate ( 1-2 À/s ). 

In tigure 4.20 the surface morphology of an ITO film deposited at a high deposition rate 
of 4-9 Ä/s is shown. On this film large (-lAm) grains lying on top of the surface can be 
observed. These grains, varying in size, are dispersed over the entire surface but are not in 
physical contact with each other. They have a very bright appearance on SEM suggesting a high 
conductivity. Because these grains are lying on top of the surface and do not form a continuous 
film the surface roughness of this film is high. This could be the reason for the high ha ze ratio of 
this film (see table 4.2). 

Fig. 4.20 - Surface morphology of a film deposited at high deposition rate (4-9 À/s) and substrate 
temperature (T.=220"C). 
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Underneath these large grains a continuous smooth surface cao be seen with lower 
conductivity (darker appearance ). It is uncertain whether or oot this is still the ln20 3:Sn layer or 
already the glass substrate. lf it is the glass substrate, this could explain the high Si concentration 
we detected durlog AES analysis of this film (see figure 4.17). Durlog sputtering of the film also 
the glass surface between the grains is exposed to the primary electron beam (beam spot - 50 

.NO) and Si is detected. However it is oot clear why the siliconsignalat the surface is so high. 

4.3 .4 Film Thickness and Surface Roughness 

In order to calculate eertaio optica! and electrical properties like for instanee resistivity 
(p=R_d), film thickness d must be known, also because differences in film thickness cao 
influence the properties of the ITO. Film thickness was measured with different techniques. The 
film thickness monitor was used during deposition to stop evaporation when a thickness of 
about 100 nm on the crystal was reached. A post deposition film thickness measurement is 
necessary to check if the tooi factor of this monitor was accurate enough (see section 3). 

By measuring the stepheight on the edges of the films with a small needle, film thickness 
was determined with a mechanica! stylus profilometer (Dektak). Figure 4.21a showsaresult of 
a 1 mm scan with this stylus over the glass substrate and an ITO film. Clearly a step is distin
guished where the deposited film is reached, but also the non flatness ofthe surface cao be seen. 
Figure 4.21b shows the samescan afternumericalleveling ofthe substrate surfacetoa constant 
height. From this figure one cao see that film thickness is about 150 nm. Surface roughness of 
the ITO film is larger than of the glass substrate (see figure 4.21 ). 
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Fig. 4.21 - Dektak scan over the edge of a film deposited at 245°C and 1-2 Als before (a) and after leveling 
(b) of glass substtate. 

We also calculated film thickness from the transmittance/reflectance spectra using a 
computer program9

• A description of this program cao be found in the appendix. These 
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calculations resulted in film thicknesses of about 250-300 nm, which do not correspond to the 
Dektak measurements. Also the AES depth profile data (see section 4.3.2) indicate a film 
thickness of over 200 nm, but these data are not very accurate because of uncertainty in sputter 
rate. The reason for this discrepancy could be that the Dektak measurements are performed at 
the edges of the film whereas the optica! measurements are done in the middle of the film. 
Figure 4.22 shows a Dektak scan of the same film as in figure 4.21 in which a small hole was 
etched in the middle of the film with HCl ( 11% ). Measured film thickness bere is about 250 nm, 
corresponding very well with the optica! data. This proves that the film is in the middle much 
thicker than at the edges. 
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Fig. 4.22- Dektak scan overa small hole etched in the middle of a film deposited at 245°C and 1-2 Als after 
numericalleveling. 

In order to check this inhomogeneity in film thickness a masking technique was used to 
etch small holes ( -0.6 mm) in the ITO films at different positions, and film thickness was 
measured with the Dektak apparatus. It tumed out that thickness of the films were more or less 
constant with variations less than 5% over the entire film (25x25 mm2

), but at a di stance of a bout 
1 mm from the edges film thickness suddenly decreases toabout 100-150 nm. This can also be 
observed with an optica! microscope: in the middle the film has a uniform color (violet) but at 
the edges this color suddenly changes to yellow, green and blue respectively, indicating 
thickness variations. During deposition substrate temperature can be lower at the edges of the 
substrates (the edges are in contact with the metal substrate bolder) which resulted in a locally 
slower film growth. 

The average film thicknesses in the middle and on the edges of the different ITO films 
are listed in table 4.6. The thicknesses as obtained with the optica! technique correspond very 
well with the Dektak measurements in the middle of the films. All films have thicknesses of 
about 250-300 nm except at low substrate temperature and high deposition rate. At the edges 
film thickness is always about 150 nm. In some cases it was impossible todetermine film 
thickness with the optica! technique, possibly caused by too much light scattering as aresult of 
surface roughness (the computer program doesn 't take light scattering into account). Another 
reason could be that for these films transminanee and reflectance are not measured on exactly 
the same position. 
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Table 4.6 also lists the average surface roughness R. of the ITO films, measured also 
with the Dektak system. All films deposited at low rates have a relatively small average surface 
roughness ( < 15 nm). The roughness of the film deposited at 4-9 Ns is much larger: R.= 47 nm 
causing a large haze ratio (H=56% ). 

Dektak Op ti cal 

T. ("C) R(À/s) d..t,.(nm) d",;ddle (run) R.(nm) d(nm) 

245 1-2 152(12) 256{7) 11 

220 1-2 164(16) 283(11) 7 285(26) 

210 1-2 138 (13) 255 (12) 6 255(24) 

195 1-2 157 (11) 263 (14) 9 275(25) 

160 1-2 128 (12) 273 (10) 9 277(25) 

110 1-2 134(10) 14 

60 1-2 173 (23) 350(26) 

220 2-4 131 (15) 253(15) 10 

220 4-9 223 (45) 334(63) 47 

Table 4.6- Average film thiclrness in the middle (d..u.t.u.,) and on the edges (dq.) of the film and average 
surface roughness (RJ detennined with dektak stylusmeter and calculated from optical data as a function 
of substrate temperature (T.) and deposition rate (R). Between parentheses the standard deviation in film 
thiclrness is stated. 

4.4 Stability 

4.4.1 Chemica! Stability 

The chemica! stability of ITO layers against a highly reactive SiHJH2 plasma was 
investigated with AES. For this experiment a thin layer of a-Si:H ( -100 nm) was deposited with 
plasma enhanced chemica! vapor deposition (PECVD) on top of the ITO, ju st like in the normal 
production sequence of an a-Si:H solar cell. Hydrogen or silicon radicals from the plasma can 
react with the ITO layer reducing the toplayer ofln20 3:Sn to metallic indium3

• Metallic indium 
at the interface will reduce the visible transmittance of the ITO and can deteriorate the electrical 
properties ofthe solarcell 3

• 

A very thin layer of siliconmonoxide (=1-5 nm) deposited on top ofthe ITO prior toa
Si:H deposition bas been proposed to decrease the amount of reduction and to prevent metallic 
indium from diffusing into the a-Si layer (diffusion barriert. In order to check the effect of such 
a protective buffer layer on the reduction, siliconmonoxide was deposited prior to a-Si:H 
deposition on half the ITO surface whereas on the other half, a-Si was directly deposited on top 
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oftheiTO. 
For siliconmonoxide deposition thermal evaporation of a 99.99% pure siliconmonoxide 

powder was used. The deposition parameters were p..,1o-5 mbar, T,::.4<rC, R""3-5 Als. The 
thickness of this layer is difficult to control because it is a flash deposition (deposition time is 
only 5 to 10 seconds). For a-Si:H deposition standani PECVD parameters for p-layer deposition 
were chosen: P=300 mtorr (3 mtorr B2~ in the SiHJH2 plasma), T,=2300C, t=1 '5", Vr:JÇ-20V 
and P=20 W. Furthermore on one set of ITO films a-Si:H was deposited at plasma power of 
80W. At a higher power the ITO layer is believed to reduce more and therefore the effect of the 
proteelive layer should be more pronounce<f. 

After deposition severallayers were analyzed with AES in combination with de_eth 
profiling. Figure 4.23 shows an AES depth profile of ITO film deposited at 1600C and 1-2 Als 
on which a-Si:H was deposited at 20W. Durlog depth profiling the o.ru.. SiLvv and InMNN peaks 
were measured. The a-Si layer can clearly be distinguished as the region where the Si signalis 
high. At the surface the Si is probably oxidized (high 0 signal). Afterabout 10 minutesof 
sputtering the interface is reached where the In and 0 signals increase and Si decreases. In the 
ITO layer the InMNN and OKIL signals are constant. 
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Figure 4.23 - AES peak to peak intensity as a function of sputtertimefora ITO film deposited at 160"C and 
1-2 Als with an a-Si:H layer deposited on top at 20W. 

Reduction of In20 3 to metallic indium can be detected with AES as a shift in the InMNN 
Auger peak3

• Calibration on a pure stoichiometrie ln20 3 powder and a pure indium wire showed 
that the high energy minimum of the lnMNN peak of oxidized indium is located at 404.6 e V 
whereas this minimum is located at 408.1 e V for pure metallic indium (see tigure 4.24). Also the 
peak shape is different 

Figure 4.25 shows the lnMNN peak measured at different deptbs in the film of figure 4.23. 
At the surface of the a-Si:H layer no InMNN peak is detected. When approaching the interface, the 
In peak appears and the In signal in figure 4.23 increases. This peak has its high energy 
minimum located at about 407 eV. Getting deeper, the lnMNN peak increases and the minimum 
shifts towards lower energies (404.7 eV). Finally the peak intensity saturates and the peak 
doesn 't shift anymore corresponding to the constant lnMNN signal in the ITO layer, see figure 
4.23. The shape and energy position (minimum at 404.7 e V) of the large peak corresponds very 
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well to the In peak in pure stoichiometrie ln20 3• The small peak at the interface with its high 
energy minimum at about 407 e V resembles the lnMNN peak of metallic indium. The difference 
in minimum position with the pure metallic indium peak in tigure 4.24 (about 1 eV) indicates 
that at the interface indium is not purely in a metallic state but a small part is still oxidized. The 
peak at the interface is thus composed of mainly the metallic indium peak with a minor 
con tribution of the oxidized indium peak. 
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Fig. 4.24- lilwiN peak aftersome minutesof sputtering in a pure stoichiometrie IOz03 powder and in a pure 
metallic indium wire. 
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Fig. 4.25- lilwiN peak measured at different deptbs for an a-Si:H layer deposited at 20W and an ITO layer 
depositedat 160"C,I-2A/s. 

A small part of the ITO is thus reduced to metallic indium after a-Si:H deposition at 
20W. To get a quantitative idea of the reduction the InMNN intensities at the minima 404.6 e V (in 
the ITO layer) and 407.2 eV (at the interface) are determined. The intensity at 407.2 eV is an 
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upper limit for the amount of metallic indium at the interface whereas the intensity at 404.6 e V is 
an indication for the amount of oxidized indium in the 110 layer. The ratio of these intensities 
gives an indication for the amount of reduction. For the ITO layer of figure 4.23 and 4.25 this 
ratio is a bout 0.11, indicating that at the interface at maximum about 11% of the indium in the 
ITO is reduced to metallic indium. With roughly 40% indium in the ITO layer (see section 4. 3.2) 
this means that less than about 4% free metallic indium is present at the interface of this ITO 
layer. 

Figure 4.26 shows the lnMNN peak of the same 110 layer as in figure 4.23 and 4.25 on top 
of which first a thin layer of siliconmonoxide was deposited and afterwards a-Si:H at 20W. The 
depth profile has the same appearance as for the layer without siliconmonoxide buffer layer 
which also goes for the InMNN peak. However the InMNN peak with its high energy minimum at 
407.2 e V has a smaller intensity. The intensity ratio of two minima at 407.2 e V and 404.6 e V for 
this sample is smaller aswell ( 0.05). This suggests that this ITO is less reduced. 
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Fig. 4.26- lf\ool peak measured at different deptbs for an a-Si:H layer deposited at 20W on a thin SiO layer 
on top of an ITO sample deposited at 160"C and 1-2 Als. 

Table 4. 7 lists InMNN peak intensity ratios at the two minima for 110 layers deposited at 
different conditions on top of which a-Si:H was deposited at 20W or 80W, and in some cases a 
buffer layer of SiO. In some cases, the uncertainty in these figures is quite large because of low 
InMNN intensities (poor signal to noise ratio). The data only give an indication of the amount of 
reduction. Despite this uncertainty, 110 layers deposited at 245°C seem to be less reduced (2-
5%) than the films deposited at 1 rooc (5-11%) and the films deposited at high deposition rate 
( 4-9 Als). The high amount of metallic indium in the latter is not only due plasma deposition but 
also due to the presence of metallic indium in the ITO layer itself after RTE. In alllayers with a 
siliconmonoxide layer on top of the 110, intensity ratios are lower suggesting that the amount of 
indium reduction becomes less significant. When a-Si:H is deposited at a high plasma power 
(80W), the intensity ratio increases. 
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T,(°C) R(Ns) P(W) SiO ~et. flox. 
245 1-2 80 no 0.07(0.02) 

245 1-2 80 yes 0.04(0.01) 

245 1-2 20 no 0.05 (0.02) 

245 1-2 20 yes 0.02(0.01) 

160 1-2 20 no 0.11 (0.03) 

160 1-2 20 yes 0.05 (0.02) 

220 4-9 20 no 0.96(0.30) 

220 4-9 20 yes 0.79 (0.30) 

Table 4.7- lntensity ratio of lflt.tNN peak minimum at 407.2 eV and 404.6 eV corresponding to mainly 
metallic indium at the interface and oxidized indium in the 110 layer respectively, as a function of 110 and 
a-Si:H deposition parameters with and without an SiO buffer layer. Between parentheses the uncertainty 
in these data is stated. 

4.4.2 Environmental stability 

The durability of TCO properties against harsh elimate conditions is an important factor 
for some applications of TCO thin films, like for instanee transparent hearing elements for 
aircraft and automobile windows or heat refiecting mirrors on glass windows or sodium lamps. 

It is well known that the opto-electronic properties of TCOs change when TCOs are 
annealed at high temperatures (350-500°C)2.13

• This is a direct consequence of the its non
stoichiometry. Depending on the ambient in which the anneal takes place TCO films can be 
oxidized (in air or a pure 0 2 atmosphere) or reduced (in vacuum or NJHJ. Changing the oxygen 
content in the film will both influence the optical (transmittance) and electrical (resistivity) 
properties2.13

• Such post deposition anneals are actually necessary forsputtered ITO films in 
order to improve their poor as deposited properties. 

It is unknown however, if these processes also take place when the films are exposed to 
extreme elimate condirloos (much lower temperatures). Therefore the environmental stability 
of the ITO films was investigated with an environmental ageing test To simulate a real outdoor 
lifetime of for instanee an ITO coating on a window, it is possible to accelerate degradation 
processes by exposing the coatingtoa high temperature and a high relative humidity 19

• 

An accelerated ageing test was performed in a elimate room at Fokker NV, in which the 
ITO films were exposed toa temperature of+ 7rfC and a relative humidity of 85% fora bout 600 
hours. According to Jet Propulsion Laboratory ( department of NASA), a 150 hours exposure to 
85% relative humidity and +85°C correlates with 20 years exposuretoa tropical climate19

• Since 
it was impossible to increase temperature in the elimate room above + 7ffC, exposure time was 
enlarged to about 600 hours, to simulate roughly the same lifetime as standard of JPL. Before 
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and after the ageing tests transmittance, reftectance (measured at Delft University) and sheet 
resistance (measured at R&S Renewable Energy Systems BV) were determined to investigate 
any degradation of film properties. 
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Fig. 4.28 - Average specular tmnsmittance and reftectance of the ITO plus glass substrate before and after 
ageing test for different substrate temperatures (R= 1-2 À/s). Transminanee and reftectance were averaged 
in the interval350 -1800 nm. 

Fig. 4.29 - Average specular tmnsmittance and reftectanee of the ITO plus glass substrate before and after 
ageing test for different deposition rates (f.=220"C). Transminanee and reftectance were averaged in the 
interval350-1800 nm. 

Figure 4.28 and 4.29 show the average transmittance and reftectance in the interval 350-
1800 run befare and after the ageing test for films deposited at different deposition conditions. 
For ITO films deposited above 160"C, transmittance bas droppedabout 1 to 3 % relatively 
whereas at lower temperature a small impravement of transmittance (1% relatively) can be 
observed after exposure. These changes are larger than the measurement error. Reflectance 
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hardly changes in general and no clear trend can be observed as a function of substrate tempera
ture. Figure 4.30 and 4.31 show that the largest change in transmittance lies in the visible region. 
The film deposited at 6<fC has a increase of transmittance (39% relative) after exposure in the 
entire speetral region (see figure 4.32). Also at high deposition rate an improvement in 
transminanee can be observed ( 12% ). 
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Fig. 4.30 - Transmittance and reftectance spectra before and after ageing test for an ITO film plus glass 
substrate depositedat 22<fC and 1-2À/s. 
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Fig. 4.31- Transmittance and reftectance spectra before and after ageing test for an ITO film plus glass 
substrate depositedat 16<fC and 1-2À/s. 

Table 4.8 and figure 4.33 and 4.34 show the effect on the sheet resistance. For all deposi
tion conditions the sheetresistance deteriorates (-1-10% relatively). The film deposited at 60°C 
shows a different behaviour: resistance, which was already very high, increases two orders of 
magnitude (see table 4.8). After exposure, the sheet resistance is less homogenous, as can be 
concluded from the increase of its standard deviation (table 4.8). An ITO film deposited at 
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2200C and 1-2 Als, on top of which a-Si:H was deposited at 80W, showed no increase in sheet 
resistance. 
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Fig. 4.32 - Transmittance and reftectance spectra before and after ageing test for an ITO film plus glass 
substrate deposited at 6ffC and 1-2 Als. 

T.("C) R(/vs) R.<QID) 0'(0!0) R_r(Q/0) 0'(0!0) ARIR".(%) 

245 1-2 12.3 0.1 12.7 0.4 +3 

220 1-2 12.6 0.1 13.3 1.8 +6 

210 1-2 15.6 0.3 17.4 0.6 +12 

195 1-2 19.0 0.2 20.1 1.1 +6 

160 1-2 28.2 0.3 30.5 2.7 +8 

llO 1-2 25.7 0.1 27.1 0.8 +5 

60 1-2 937 65 5.3 tOS 1.610S +510 

220 2-4 36.1 0.1 38.8 1.3 +7 

220 4-9 44.2 0.3 44.8 0.4 +1 

ITO+ a-Si:H 12.0 0.1 12.0 0.1 0 

Table 4.8 - Average sheet resistance and its standard deviation of ITO films before <Rt.,) and after (R.J 
ageing test and relative change in resistance (AR!Rt,J for different ITO deposition conditions. Sheet 
resistance was averagedover about ten measurements on slightly different positions on the film. The ITO 
film on which a-Si:H was deposited (at 80 W) and was also put in the elimate room was deposited at 22rfe 
and l-2A/s. 
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Fi~. 4.33- Average sheet resistance before and after ageing test for different substrate temperatures (R= 1-
2 Als). The resistance at 60"C before and after ageing test is more than one order higher than the range of 
this figure (see table 4.8). 
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Fig. 4.34 - Average sheet resistance before and after ageing test for different deposition rates (T,=220"C). 
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5 Discussion 

5.1 Oxygen pressure and Sn concentration 

In this section the results of the measurements will be discussed. The influence of 
substrate temperature and deposition rate on the physical properties of the deposited films will 
be reviewed and compared with literature. Special attention will be paid to the correlation 
between microscopie structural properties and the macroscopie opto-electronie properties. Also 
the growth process is studied. 

Before we discuss the influence of substrate temperature and deposition rate, we should 
first look at the influence of Sn weight concentration in the evaporation souree and the oxygen 
parrial pressure on the ITO properties. This influence was stuclied by Carvalho et al.7 using the 
sa me deposition system and their results caobeseen in figure 5.1 and 5.Z. These ITO films were 
deposited at a deposition rate of 1-2 Ns and a substrate temperature of about 1800C. 
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Figure 5.1 - lnfluence of oxygen partial pressure (P...) and Sn weight concentration in the evaporation 
souree on the sheet resistance of the ITO Iayer (RJ7

• Substrate temperature was about 180"C and 
deposition rate 1-2 Ats. 

Sheet resistance is minimal at an oxygen pressure of 6x1<r' mbar. At low Sn weight 
concentration (~ 5%) in the evaporation souree the sheet resistance is still high. Electrical 
conduction in this region is mainly due to oxygen vacancies, as is concluded from the large 
influence of oxygen pressure on the resistivity. If more Sn is added to the alloy, the sheet 
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resistance drops due to the doping effect of Sn. At 10% Sn concentration resistivity is minimal 
with only minor influence of oxygen pressure. This suggests that the doping level in this film is 
so high that electrical conductivity is govemed by the doping effect; the contribution of oxygen 
vacancies to the conduction is minimal. A further increase in Sn concentrations leads to higher 
resistivities. A possible explanation for this is the formation of electrical neutral compounds of 
oxygen and tin, at high Sn concentrations, deactivating the donor action of Sn (smaller fle). This 
trend has also been observed by others1.2. 
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Figure 5.2- loftuenee of oxygen partial pressure (P...) and Sn weight concentration on the transmittance T 
at 500 nm of the 110 layer'. Substtate temperature was about 180"C and deposition rate 1-2 Als. 

No apparent relation is found between the transmittance of the film and Sn concentration 
or oxygen pressure (see figure 5.2). At Sn concentrations of about 10%, the transmittance at 500 
nm is mainly determined by oxygen pressure which influences the stoichiometry of the film. 
The transmittance is maximal at 8x 104 mbar for nearly all Sn concentrations suggesting good 
stoichiometryy. Thus films deposited at lower oxygen pressures have a worse stoichiometry 
exhibiting a small oxygen deficiency which is the reason fortheir lower visible transmittance. 

These results suggest that evaporation of Ino.9Sno.1 in oxygen at a pressure of 6x104 

mbar, high substrate temperature (1800C) and low deposition rate (1-2 Als) leads to ITO films 
with a small oxygen deficiency and doping levels so high that electtic al conduction is govemed 
by the donor action of substitutional tin. From this background we need to analyse our measure
ments. 

5.2 Substrate temperature 

Figure 5.3 shows that the opto-electronic properties ofthe ITO improve with increasing 
substrate temperature, but saturate at high temperatures. It was found that at low temperature 
(600C), the crystallinity of the film is poor (small ln20 3 crystallites); see figure 4.12 and 4.13. 
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Furthennore, SEM photographs revealed a very open film structure with high resistivity zones 
between individual grains (dark spaces in figure 4.19). A lot of free carriers will betrappedat 
grainboundaries or inthespaces between the grains (low free electron density) and electron 
mobility will be low as a result of the disorder in the film. This explains the high resistivity of 
about w-z ncm. 

At higher substrate temperatures (100-18<J'C) resistivity is much lower: 7xl04 Ocm. 
This is caused by an improved crystal growth process: a preferenrial orientation of the crystal
lites (table 4.4.), enhanced crystallinity (figure 4.12) and an increase in average crystallite size 
(figure 4.13) were observed. These factors reduce the disorder in the film, improve the electron 
mobility (less grainboundary scattering) andreduce the loss of electroos at grainboundaries. A 
similar increase in perpendicular crystallite size and decrease in resistivity with substrate 
temperature bas been found by others20

•
21

• The lateral crystallite si ze is much larger ( -100-300 
nm, see figure 4.18) than the perpendicular size (-40 nm, see figure 4.13) so only the latter bas 
great impact on the resistivity. 

Using the Drude model (fonnula 2.2- 2.4) the plasma wavelengthand free electron 
density are estimated from the n-k spectrum (figure 4.6 and 4. 7). For the film deposited at 160°C 
this gives A"-1.9}Ull and n e-3x10W cm-3 where we have assumed an effective electron mass of 
0.31ffio1.2. With aresistivityof7.5xl04 0cm this results in anelectron mobility of 24 cm2Ns. 
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Figure 5.3 - Average visible transmittance (TvtJ, infrared transmittance (TnJ and resistivity p as a 
function of substrate temperature (R= 1-2 Als). 

Above 2000C free electron density further increases as can be concluded from the 
decreasing infrared transmittance (fig. 5.3). A minimal resistivity of about 3x1cr' Ocm is 
obtained between 22(J'C-2500C. At 220°C plasma wavelengthand electron density are a bout 1.5 

.Mt and 7x10 20 cm-3
• Mobility is about 29 cm2Ns in this film. Thus between 160-220°C free 

electron density increases roughly a factor two whereas mobility stays more or less constant. A 
constant mobility is expected because the perpendicular crystallite size stahilizes at high 
temperatures (see figure 4.13). 

At 245°C resistivity is the same as for 2200C although this film bas the highest free 
electron density (lowest T IR• see figure 5.3). Therefore electron mobility in this film is lower 
than at 22ffC. This can be explained in tenns of ionized impurity scattering. Weijers et al. has 
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found that at high electron densirles (ne> 7xl<f0 cm"3
), when the density of ionized impurities 

(Sn+) is high, ionized impurity scattering becomes the dominant scattering mechanism and 
decreases electron mobilitf. This corresponds very well to the trend we observed. 

The question rises: why does electron density increase above 2200C. The crystallite size 
stahilizes more or less above 190°C. Apparently more Sn atoms become electrically active at 
high temperatures. An explanation for this could be that at higher substrate temperatures (higher 
surface mobility of adsorbed particles) more Sn atoms are incorporated substitutionally in the 
ln20 3 crystallattice where they are electrical active and act as a donor15

• 

At 60"C it looks likes Sn is forming its own oxide at the surface in stead of being 
incorporated in the ln20 3 lattice (large Sn signal in figure 4.16). This could be a Sn30 4 like layer 
which was detected before (with high resolution XPS) at surfaces of ITO films deposited at low 
substrate temperatures14

•
15

• Such a Sn30 4 layer bas a dark (brown) appearance, is highly 
absorbing and bas a very poor conductivity due to its amorphous structure. These properties 
correspond very well to those detected in the film deposited at 6<rC which bas a brown co lor as 
well. It is not clear why the Sn concentration in this film is so high. 

The improvement of visible light transparency for increasing substrate temperature can 
be explained by an improvement of the stoichiometry. At low substrate temperature the 
oxidation of the adsorbed indium atoms is slow. A lot of indium atoms are only partially 
oxidized, resulting in a large deviation from stoichiometrie ln20 3 and an increase in light 
absorption. The oxidation rate increases with substrate temperature, but saturates when all ad
sorbed indium atoms are oxidized. Correspondingly the stoichiometiy and thus the visible 
transmittance of the film will increase and stabilize at high substrate temperature (see figure 
5.3). 

With AES analysis however, no differences in oxygen concentration between the films 
were found (except forT,= 60°C). However, there could be differences in stoichiometry, too 
small to resolve with AES (detection limit- 1% )'JA, but large enough to cause changes in visible 
light transmittance. Small deviations in stoichiometry (- 0.2 %) can have a large influence on 
the absorption processes in thin films16

• Section 5.1 showed that the contribution of oxygen 
vacancies to the electrical conduction is very low for films deposited at 6x104 mbar and 
sufficiently high temperatures (180"C) which also indicates that the deviation from stoichiome
try is very small (lnz03_x x -Q.O 1) at these conditions. 

5.3 Depositionrate 

Figure 5.4 shows that average visible transmittance and resistivity of the ITO deteriorate 
when deposition rate is increased whereas the infrared transmittance hardly changes. The 
decreasein visible transparency at high deposition rates ( 4-9 Als) can be ascribed to the pre se nee 
of metallic indium crystallites (detected with XRD, see figure 4.14) and the large oxygen 
deficiency (detected with AES, see figure 4.17). Metallic indium strongly absorbs light in the 
visible region resulting in a poor transparency. Metallic indium will increase conductivity. 
However this film consistsof large grains which are not in physical contact with each other (see 
figure 4.20). The macroscopie resistance of the film is therefore high, although the microscopie 
resistivity is lower ( bright appearance of individual grains in figure 4.20). 
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Figure 5.4 - Averaged visible transmittance <Tv15), infrared transmittance (Tm) and resistivity pas a 
function of deposition rate (T.=220"C). 

The formation of metallic indium crystallites can be explained as follows; To achieve 
high deposition rates, the souree is evaporated faster (higher current through crucible) so more 
metal atoms per second are adsorbed on the substrate surface. Only few time is left for oxidation 
of the adsorbed indium atoms. On the average, less indium atoms are oxidized at the surface 
resulting in poor stoichiometry and eventually, at very high evaporation rates, in metallic 
indium crystallites. 

At high deposition rates an increase in light scattering was observed which can be 
ascribed toa rough surface (figure 4.20 and table 4.6). The formation of such rough layers can 
be understood qualitatively with a model derived by Raaymakers17 and Gjostein18

• They derived 
a relation between the critica! thickness <Ie. defined as the thickness at which a growing film 
becomes continuous, and the surface diffusion coefficient D,: 

3 KDI (5.1) 
d=-

c T/l 

with 

T. (5.2) 
D =D exp[ -c-] 

I • T 
I 

and Ka constant encompassing the surface energy and molair volume, T, substrate temperature, 
R deposition rate, Tm melting temperature and c, a constant. The critica! thickness is a measure 
for the surface roughness of the film. The dominant factor in 5.1 is the surface diffusion 
coefficient (DJ which increases with substrate temperature (higher surface mobility) but 
decreases with melting temperature. 

Using this formula, critica! thicknesses have been calculated as a function of substrate 
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temperature for the growth of an In and an ln20 3 film (see figure 5.5). Due to the high meiring 
point of ln20 3 (2200"C), the surface diffusion coefficient of oxidized indium and consequently 
also the critical thickness of an ln20 3 film ( < 1 nm at T,=2500C) are low. Therefore ln20 3 films 
with a thickness of about 250 nm have a continuous film structure with almost no surface rough
ness irrespectable of substrate tem~rature (see figure 5.5). This corresponds to the layers 
deposited at low deposition rate ( 1-2 À/s) and sufficiently high substrate temperature (> 1 OO"C). 
All these films have a relatively good stoichiometry. 

At high deposition rate the ITO film has a more metallic behaviour: a very large oxygen 
deficiency and metallic indium crystallites were found in this layer (figure 4.14 and 4.17). 
During the initial nucleation process, clusters of partially oxidized or metallic indium are 
formed. Such clusters have an higher desorption probability at substrate temperatures above the 
melting point of indium (15rC) than clusters of oxidized indium. Therefore less clusters are 
able to reach the nucleation harrier and become thermodynamically stable22

• Consequently the 
nucleation density will be low and the stabie clusters have to grow large before a continuous 
film has formed. At 2500C more than 5 mis needed to form a continuous film (see figure 5.5). 
This accounts for the non continuous film structure and high surface roughness at high 
deposition rates which resulted in a high light scattering ratio. The same relation between film 
stoichiometry and surface roughness has been found by Weijten~. 
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Figure 5.5 - Critical thickness as a function of substtate temperature for an In film and a ln20 3 film . The 
critical thickness has been calculated from equations 5.1 and 5.217

•
11

• 

5.4 Stability 

The results on the chemical stability indicate that all ITO films are reduced after a-Si:H 
deposition to some extent The amount of reduction depends however on the ITO and a-Si:H 
deposition conditions (see table 4.7). The figures in this table should be interpretated with care 
because of uncertainty in the data. ITO films deposited at high substrate temperature (245°C) 
seem to be more stabie than at lower temperatures (1600C). This could be caused by a difference 
in stoichiometry. In ITO films with a relatively large oxygen deficiency, less oxygen has to be 
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removed to form free (metallic) indium than in a film with good stoichiometry. 
The film deposited at high deposition rate (4-9 À/s) has afterplasma deposition roughly 

the same concentration metallic as oxidized indium (see table 4.7). This is not only caused by 
plasma deposition process; metallic indium was already present in this layer after RTE. The 
high amount of reduction can be explained by the large oxygen deficiency and the large surface 
roughness of this film (see figure 4.20) which increases the active reaction area. 

Reduction seems to increase at a higher plasma power (80W). This can be explained by 
an increase in plasma temperature and concentration of reactive radicals at higher plasma 
powers which enhances the chemical reacrions at the surface32

• A thin siliconmonoxide buffer 
layer seems to reduce the amount of reduction for all 110 layers. In alllayers with a siliconmon
oxide buffer layer, the intensity ratio in table 4. 7 is roughly a factor two lower. 

De Nijs et al. have shown that with a SiO buffer layer the total amount of metallic indium 
at the 110/a-Si:H interface can be reduced by a factor of three4

• The reason for this decrease is 
that SiO is deposited by a less aggressive metbod (thermal evaporation) than plasma deposition 
and that SiO can better withstand the reduction due to the plasma deposition4

• Carvalho et al. 
were able to enhance conversion efficiency of an a-Si:H solar cell with 11% (relative) with a 
thin siliconmonoxide buffer layerof correct thickness (5-50 Ä)30

• This increase in cell perfor
mance was attributed to a decrease in 110 reduction leading to a higher transmittance and less 
recombination losses at the 110/a-Si:H interface. Despite the positive effect of a thin SiO layer, 
the amount free indium at the interface (in the best case less than 1%, sçe table 4.7) can still be 
large enough to cause some degradation of the cell properties. 

The ageing test results show that also the environmental stability of most ITO films is 
quite good. The opto-electronic properties of the best film deteriorate less than 5% after the 
ageing test. The stability depends on the deposition conditions. Films deposited at high 
temperatures (> 1800C) and low deposition rates ( 1-4 À/s ), ha ving a high initial transmittance 
show a smalt decreasein average transminanee (1-3%)" whereas films, with an low initial 
transmittance (6ffC or 4-9 À/s), showed an quite strong improvement of transmittance (see 
figure 4.28 and 4.29). The latter films have a large oxygen deficient. This oxygen deficiency is 
so large that an anneal temperature of 70°C is enough to oxidize these films and improve the 
visible transmittance. For the other 110 films however, this deficiency is too low to oxidize the 
film at this relatively low temperature (70°C). 

In all cases the sheet resistance of the films has deteriorated. This increase in resistance 
is however in most cases smalt ( 1-8% ). It is not clear why resistance has increased more for 
some films. No apparent trend can be observed as a function of deposition parameters nor a 
relation with the optical data. The relatively large increase in the standard deviation of the sheet 
resistance indicates local differences in resistance, perhaps as aresult of small cracks in the film. 

5.5 Film quality and applications 

To judge the quality of a transparent conducting film a figure of merit F can be defined 
as: 
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1 F=---
(6.1) 

plnT 

with p specific resistivity in Ocm and T the average fractional transminanee between 400-700 
nm. Figure 5.6 summarizes the obtained figures of merit of our films and some of other authors 
which used different techniques for ITO deposition. The best film is obtained at a high substrate 
temperature (245°C) and a low deposition rate (1-2 A/s). This film combines a resistivity as low 
as 3x1crOcm with an average visible light transparency of93%. This corresponds tothebest 
reported values in literature (see figure 5.6). 

Reactive evaporation which is stimulated by a argon/oxygen plasma (activated reactive 
evaporation) has resulted inthebest ITO films (F-140000 n·1cm·1

) reported in literature1
• This 

technique is, as a consequence of using a plasma, a lot more complicated than RTE (more 
deposition parameters to control). RTE proves to be a relatively simpte and inexpensive 
technique for the deposition of excellent transparent conducting ITO films with good unifonni
ty. 
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Figure 5.6 - Figure of merit (F) as a function of RTE deposition conditions and some figures of merit of 
ITO films deposited with different techniques1

• 

However for many applications of TCOs, not only high visible transparency and good 
conductivity are important conditions. Other properties play an important role aswell. Light 
scattering for instanee is desired in ITO layers used as front electrode in thin film solar cells (see 
section 1). Compared tosome commercial textured Sn02:F films, light scattering is rather low 
( -2%) especially for red light (figure 4.8) for ITO films ha ving high visible light transparency 
(>75%). 

The chemica! stability of the TCO layers against a highly reactive plasma is another 
requirement of ITO layers used as front electrodes in a-Si:H solar cells. The instability of the 
ITO films against plasma deposition can be reduced by choosing the right deposition conditions 
during RTE and using a thin proteelive SiO buffer layer. Recently it has been demonstraled that 
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thin films ofZnO:B showed noreduction at all after a-Si:H plasma deposition28
• 

Conceming the light scattering and chemica! stability, ITO films deposited by RTE are 
not optima! for use as a front electrode, compared to some other TCOs. No TCO bas found yet 
which satifies all the requirements fora front electrode. There is always some trade off in film 
properties. Owing to the excellent transparent conducting properties, good speetral selective 
properties and reasonable environmental stability, the best ITO films deposited by RTE can be 
useful aswell in a lot of other applications. In solar cells for instanee a thin ITO layer can be used 
between the n-layer and Al back contact to enhance the reflection of light at the back contacf9. 
In transparent solar cells they can be used as an back electrode or in ITO/ SiOxfpolycrystalline 
silicon solar cells as a front electrode. 

Because thin films ofiTO can be relatively easy structurized into small dimensions, they 
are especially suitable fortransparent electrodes in liquid crystal displays (LCD) or electrochro
mic windows, and for transparent gates in image sensors (CCD cameras). Weijers et al. 
developed a process technology to pattem ITO films into micron dimensions for use in image 
sensors2

• The good speetral selective properties and durability against extreme elimate 
conditions can be used to make heat reflecting coatings of ITO on for instanee glass windows, 
solar collectors, or sodium lamps. For these applications however more information about the 
optica! properties in the infrared is necessary. 
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6.Conclusions 

From the measurements the following conclusions are drawn: 

•The decrease in resistivity and infrared transmittance with substrate temperature is 
explained by an improved crystallization process and a more effective doping of the Sn 
atoms (higher free electron density ). 

• Average visible transparency increases with substrate temperature due to an improve
ment of stoichiometry and saturates above 2000C when the films becomes almost 
completely stoichiometrie. 

• At high deposition rate, visible transmittance drops due to the presence of metallic 
indium crystallites in the film and the large oxygen deficiency. 

•The large oxygen deficiency in films deposited at high deposition rates is the reason for 
the non continuous film structure and the high surface roughness. This accounts for the 
increased resistivity and the enhanced light scattering of these fihps. 

•All films a.--e chemically instabie against plasma deposition of a-Si:H. Stability seems 
to be improved by using a high substrate temperatures during RTE and a thin SiO buffer 
layer. 

•The environmental stability of the films depends on the initia! deposition condition. 
Films with good transparent conducting properties deteriorate less than 5% . 

. •RTE is a relative simple technique for deposition of excellent transparent conducting 
ITO films with good uniformity. 

•Concerning light scattering and chemica! stability against plasma deposition, the ITO 
films are not optimal for use as front electrode in a-Si:H solar cells. 
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7. Recommendations 

It was shown that with RTE excellent transparent conducting ITO films can be deposit
ed. However these films are not optimal for use as a front electrode in a-Si:H solar cells. For this 
application light scattering needs to be improved. The use of scattering agents such as Si02 and 
Al20 3 in the film can be investigated. Such powders can be co-evaporated during ITO deposi
tion and strongly increase light scattering in the film. Vllato et al. produced texturized ITO 
films using SiO texturizing agents with about 15% light scattering in the visible range (Ty15-

80%)v. 
Conceming the chemical stability, it is necessary to investigate the inftuence of the 

amount of reduction on the performance of the solar cell. Alsoother protective layers to prevent 
reduction could be tested such as ZnO ,TiC or Si3N4• 

The best ITO film also bas good speetral selective properties but for applications such as 
heat reftecting coatings the exact infrared properties (infrared reftectance and thermal emit
tance) must be determined. 

At a more fundamental level, little is still known about the exact defect structure of 
TCOs. The defect structure inTCOs is complex: all kinds of charged and neutral defects are 
present in TCO thin films. Hall effect measurements are absolutely necessary to determine the 
exact number of free electroos and the mobility. A technique such as Mössbauer spectroscopy 
can give more insight in the defect structure because it determines the valenee state of Sn or 0 
atoms in the ITO lattice. In this way, for instanee interstitial and substitutional Sn atoms can be 
separated. 

To understand more a bout the defect structure, it is also possib1e to do a kind of model 
experiment with a Sn02 single crystal. Such crystals have similar properties like ln20 3 single 
crystals. By hearing the crystal in a reducing atmosphere (vacuum), oxygen atoms are selective
ly extracted from the crystal surface creating a surface layer with oxygen vacancies (just lik:e in 
a TCO). Shen et al. were able to increase the surface conductivity of an Sn02 (110) single crystal 
by four orders of magnitude after sputter/annealing the crystal at about 800"C in vacuum31

• 

With ellipsometry, for instance, the crystal surface can be investigated during reduction. 
Furthermore with a four point probe it is possible to determine surface conductivity and with 
LEED the surface structure ofthe crystal can be determined. The ellipsametrie data ( dependent 
on absorption processes thus on the amount of oxygen defects) can then be related to the 
conductivity of the surface and its structure. In this way one can investigate the creation of 
oxygen vacancies in a wide bandgap oxide and its consequences on opto-electronic properties at 
a more fundamentallevel which will give insight on the defect structure in the crystal and in 
TCOs. 
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Appendix 

Automatic Processing ofReftectance and Transmittance data 

This appendix describes a computer program for the calculation of the complex 
refractive index fi=n-ik of a thin film on a substrate from the reflectance, transmittance spectra. 
The program was originally designed for a thin a-Si:H film on a glass substrate but can also be 
used for other thin films. The program (OPTICS vl.2) was originally written by M.J van den 
boogaard from the University of Utrecht and in bis thesis a detailed description of the program 
can be found1

• Later several adjustments were made to this program by Delft University where 
also the calculations for the ITO films were done. 

The large number of interference fringes in the transmittance and reflectance spectra due 
to multiple reflections in the thin film complicates the interpretation of.the data see tigure A.I. 
The program eliminates the influence of multiple reflections in the thin film. However for films 
thinner than about 150 nm or thicker than about 1 m the technique used in the program for 
elimination of this influence is, in genera!, not feasible. Thus the film thickness should be 
restricted to this interval. 

d 

Figure A.l - An outline of the light paths in thin a-Si:H film on a substrate when light is incident from the 
substrate side during the measurements of reflectance and transmittance. 1be angle of incidence which is 
close to zero during measurement has been deliberately exaggerated. 

When the optica! constants of the substrate are known, the transminanee and reflectance 
of a film substrate system are only a function of refractive index n, extinction coefficient k and 
thickness dof the thin film. The program is able to determine ii and the film thickness d from the 
data. The first step is to solve the equations for n and k for a given film thickness. Of the 
resulting data points (E, n, k) with E the pboton energy many points are physically irrelevant and 
the second step is to identify and discard those points. Finally d is determined by imposing the 
condition that the physically relevant data points constitute a smooth curve. 
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Multiple reflections both occur in the thin film and in the substrate, see figure A 1. Since 
the substrate thickness is much larger than the coherence length in the substrate material we can 
eliminate the influence of the finite substrate thickness by consirlering intensities only. Let now 
~ and T tot be the reflectance and transmittance of film and substrate when light is incident from 
the side of the substrate. Both Rwt and T tot are measured at values ofE separated by intervals with 
size AE. We can write ~ and T tot in terms of R and T, the reflectance and transmittance, of the 
film on a hypothetical semi-infinite substrate: 

(A. I) 

(A.2) 

where R.- is the reileetion at the air-substrate interface, T._ the transmission at the air
substrate interface and 1-1 the absorption in the substrate. The complex, refractive index of the 
substrate, lls-Ïks and that of air, n., are known. Solving equations A.1 and A.2 yields expressions 
forRandT: 

R 
R"...,-R,., (A.3) 

(A.4) 

Starring from the Fresnel equations Tomlin bas derived equations, from which n and k 
can be solved if R, T, and d are known, for the case of normal incidence of the light from the side 
of the film2.3

• This re sult can be modified for light incidence from the side of the substrate: 

(A.S) 
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where <!» = 2xnd/À. and y=27tkd/À.. 
An example ofR and T versus E, fora 378 nm thick a-Si:H film, is shown in figure A.2. 
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Figure A.2- The reftectance and transmittance of an a-Si:H film on a semi-infinite substrate1
• 

(A.6) 

The metbod that was proposed by Denton et al.4 to solve Tomlin 's equations bas been 
implemented in the program OPTICS to solve equations A.5 and A.6. The two equations are 
reduced to zero, yielding fd (n,k)=O and gin,k)=O. Wedetermine the values of n and k for which 
both fd(n,k) and gin,k) are zero. Consider fd and ~ at a regularly spaeed array of values 1\ (i= 
1, .... ,1) that covers the range of expected values of n. For each 1\ we find ~ by imposing the 
condition ~ (ni.~ = 0, using the Newton-Raphson iteration method5

• Next we evaluate the 
values fil\.~) for i= 1, .... ,1. Iffini.~) and fini+1,~1) have different signs, there is a value for n 
in between 1\ and f\+1 that yields a zero for both fd and ~· We use a regula falsa iteration5 to 
determine this value. In each iteration step for n we again impose ~ (n,k) =0. The results of this 
procedure are shown, for the data in figure A.2, in figure A.3. Of the solutions to equations A.5 
and A.6 shown in figure A.3 only those that constitute a relatively smooth curve have physical 
significance. 

In the discussion of equations A.5 and A.6 we have assumed that the film thickness dis 
known, whereas in an experiment it is usually one of the parameters to be determined from the 
data. Denton et al. have described the effects of an error in don the smooth n versus E curve4

• 

The sections that constitute the curve when d is correct are tilted counterclockwise when d is 
overestimated. U nder estimation of d causes a clockwise tilt. By solving A.5 and A.6 for various 
film thicknesses an experimentalist can determine d with an accuracy of about 10-20 nm. The 
number of crossovers, see figure A.3, should not be too small ( -1 ), nor should it be of the order 
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of the number of data points on the smooth n versus E curve. Since there are limitations to the 
energy range in which RandT can readily be measured, these restrictions limit the applicability 
of the technique described bere to films with thicknesses between -150 nm and -1 m. 
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Figure A.3 - The refractive index versus the pboton energy of the solutions to equotations A.5 and A.6 for 
the reftectance and transmittance data in figure A.2. Solid syrnbols indicate physically relevant data 
points1
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